Metamorphosing from Innocuous Mankind to a Fierce Animal

By Hujjatullah Zia

Reports say that Rasul Khalidzada, the most notorious warlord and a 此处应为第一段的未指示部分。...
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In the Name of God, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind

Unknown Fate of Hazara Passengers

The responsibility of a government within a state to ensure peace and security of its citizens. However, the governments that suffer from administrative incapacity, lack of resources, and corruption are often unable to fulfill their duties. In such cases, the suffering of the society tends to suffer the most. Women, ethnic and religious minorities, and the common people as a whole undergo anguish as a result. Afghanistan is in this situation; a number of countries where the government has not been able to provide enough security to its people and the common people face different sorts of problems every day.

Last week, around 51 Hazara passengers were abducted by unknown masked men on Kabul-Khanabad highway. The incident took place in Shahr joy district of southern Zabul province wherein the armed group drove away 31 passengers to Khez Khan district after identifying them to be Hazara men. Since then there has been no report about the fate and whereabouts of the poor abducted passengers.

This clearly shows the level of insecurity in the country. Some armed men stop passenger vehicles, identify certain people and take them to some unknown place with no difficulty. And the most unfortunate fact is that there are no confirmed reports about who abducted them and when they are at the moment.

There have been different claims by different authorities since the incident took place. In the beginning there were claims that members of Taliban have abducted them as they have started getting stronger in certain parts of the country. However, afterwards there have been claims that Talibans and Afghans are responsible for the incident. The acting governor of Zabul - Mohammad Al-Arabi has denied the local Taliban, along with the Balochistan-based Lashkars-e-Isangi militant outfit and the Cheechom. On the other hands, Taliban negotiators claim that the passengers have been abducted by armed robbers. Though none of the groups has claimed responsibility, none of them can escape blame as they are opposed to Hazaras who mostly belong to Shia sect of Islam.

Talibans during their reign had the worst behavior with Hazaras. During the wars, thousands of Hazaras were killed in battles, Hazar Shariat and Kabul by Talibans. Moreover, they were discriminated badly due to their ethnicity. This is the case with Lashkars-e-Isangi. The militant outfit in Pakistan has been the past few years targeted Hazara in Quetta Pakistan because of their sect. Lashkars-e-Isangi consider Hazaras as infidels and has committed to out them from Pakistan in similar fashion. Talibans also consider Shiias as infidels and the cruelties and killings they have carried out against Shiites and certain other sects are unparalleled.

Who is responsible for the incident must be sought out quickly and efforts should be made to rescue the passengers. The government of Afghanistan and authorities claim that efforts are underway and certain teams of tribal elders have been as unwillingly. The government has been accused of not paying attention to the problems that the victims will be released. Kabul Police Chief, Ghulam Jalalat Farahi has mentioned that efforts are underway for peaceful and unconditional release of the passengers. However, it is difficult to expect that the Talibans would be ready to free the abducted passengers without any condition.

Seeing the support of the tribal elders is not a bad idea in this sort of incidents where the Talibans have a lot of power. However, it is difficult to expect that the Talibans would be ready to free the abducted passengers without any condition. Therefore, the government needs to follow up carefully whether negotiations are carried out with sincere efforts and that the process does not lead to some sort of tragedy for the poor victims.

Jewels of Success!!

By Asmatullah

In all our deeds, the proper value and respect for time deeds. The righteous ones are not swayed by the value of the jewels. Who value, get much out of the jewel. Have you ever seen you are most important tasks being put off until later and then later and later? You know the time is an important activity on your life. Did you hope that you may have more importance than this? If you heed this time properly? Does an approaching deadline mean a crisis for you? Do you get a headache from a time-deadline? Many people respond such questions are clear intention to prevail a positive or negative. In fact, time is the most important element. Like the time. Consequently, intended to lay down the underlying facts concerning importance and management of time: We have to learn time properly. If you understand a few basic principles, how can one find time to do more? One could hope for more time. The fact that everyone needs some type of time management tool, especially those in positions with numerous tasks that demand time in particular. Whether using a simple process of writing down a list of necessary tasks to complete each day, a calendar or some form of elaborate time management software, time management is a tool to every homeowner.

With good time management skills you are in control of your time and you will save energy as well as make progress at work. You are able to maintain balance between work, personal, and family lives. You have enough flexibility to respond to surprises or new opportunities.

All skills are learnable. More than likely you will see much improvement in the future. There are many ways to save energy as well as make progress at work. You are able to maintain balance between work, personal, and family lives. You have enough flexibility to respond to surprises or new opportunities.
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